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pleasure, for it is the home of the Teatro alia Scala, and
I intend my visit to coincide with Gigli's opening per-
formance in Verdi's Un 'Balk in Maschera. Moreover, I
am much honoured at the thought of escorting to it
Mr. Somerset Maugham on his first visit to the famous
opera house.
My arrival at the Hotel George V, after due greeting
from the manager, M. Blouet, luckily coincided with
that of Sir Percy and Lady Simmons: I say "luckily"
because they were the quicker on the draw about the
suggestion of an aperitif. As a director of the Philip
Hill Company, apart from his business as a distinguished
City lawyer, Sir Percy was, of course, in a strong position
to cope with such a suggestion.
Just coming in for luncheon to the hotel was that fine
old "grand-sportsman" M. Edmond Veil-Picard, one of
the richest men in France and the proprietor of Pernod,
He is well over eighty (and looks about fifty), has
travelled all over the world, lived in various capitals,
yet for the past twenty years has not left Paris for a night,
In a long life he has found that it is the only city in the
world for him.
The two brothers Veil-Picard, Artur and Edmond,
are among the most important race-horse owners in
France. They also possess probably the most notable
collection of eighteenth-century French art, keeping a
large house in the Rue des Courcelles entirely as a
museum.
They^spent their early years in Besan9on, to which
town their father was a great benefactor. And Edmond,
instead of doing his military service in the army, was
attached for four years to the Besan$on pompiers, in
which he rose to the rank of lieutenant.
At last, one day, there actually was a fire in Besan§on,

